Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

1
Intersection

2
Product

3
Symbol

4
Factor

Lines that cross

The result of
multiplying 2
numbers

5
Data

6
Tally

7
Greater
Than

8
Less Than

information
collected

lines used to
keep track of
some kind of
data

A symbol (>)
used to compare
two numbers,
with the greater
number given
first.

A symbol (<) used
to compare two
numbers, with the
smaller number
given last.

Focus on using
it in a sentence

12
Octagon

13
14
One-quarter Acute Angle

9
Percent

Focus on using it
in a sentence

15
Right Angle

(The ratio of a
number to 100.
40/100= 40%)

The Facts that make
Represents
a product.
something
Ex. 5 x 2 = 10
(math symbols)
5 and 2 are factors
of 10

10
Graph

11
Closed Figure

Compares
information

A figure that
begins and ends
at the same point.

Focus on what a
percentage of
something looks
like

Circle,triangle...
pretty much any
shape.

16
Lines of
Symmetry

17
Parallel
Lines

An angle that An angle formed
Shape with 8 sides Focus on what
¼ of something has a measure by perpendicular
Two lines that
Same on both
less than a right
looks like.
lines, line
never touch
sides, there are
angle (less than
segments, or
often
several
90°)
rays and with a lines of symmetry
measure of 90°

19
Face

20
Capacity

21
One-Half

22
Whole

23
Perimeter

24
FREE DAY

A flat surface of a
solid figure

How much
something can
hold.

Focus on what
½ of
something
looks like.

One whole part
of something

The outside of a
figure

Make up your
own word
(stump your
parents)

27

28
Diagram

29
Part

30
Volume

31
Area

Less than a
whole

How much
something holds

The square
units needed
to cover a
surface

26
Skip Count
2, 4, 6, 8...
Check out skip
counting songs at
crazymathmom.com

Multiples
The product of a
certain number and
other numbers.

It is skip
counting!

A chart made
to explain

18
Cup
A cup holds 8
ounces

25
Cone

“A VOCABULARY WORD A DAY KEEPS THE MATH BLUES AWAY”
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Your Challenge: Use the word of the day 5 times in conversation.
I know you can do it!
Mom and Dad: be sure your child use the “exact vocabulary word “in the correct
context.
*Keep in mind that no matter what stage your child, this Challenge will develop skills on some
level. Some kids will get the exposure, some will get to practice (reinforce), some will master,
and other will adopt the vocabulary word into their normal vocabulary. The wonderful thing is
that all learners will benefit!
Mom and Dad: be sure your child uses the “exact vocabulary word “in the correct context.
*Keep in mind that no matter what stage your child, this Challenge will develop skills on some level. Some kids
will get the exposure, some will get to practice (reinforce), some will master, and other will adopt the vocabulary
word into their normal vocabulary. The wonderful thing is that all learners will benefit!
* Words like: More than, Less than, equal, greater than......are really important and often misunderstood.
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